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We report Resonant inelastic x-ray scattering measurements (RIXS) in YbCu2Si2 at the Yb L3

edge under high pressure (up to 22 GPa) and at low temperatures (down to 7 K) with emphasis
on the vicinity of the transition to a magnetic ordered state. We find a continuous valence change
towards the trivalent state with increasing pressure but with a pronounced change of slope close
to the critical pressure. Even at 22 GPa the Yb+3 state is not fully achieved. The pressure where
this feature is observed decreases as the temperature is reduced to 9 GPa at 7K, a value close to
the critical pressure (pc≈ 7.5 GPa) where magnetic order occurs. The decrease in the valence with
decreasing temperature previously reported at ambient pressure is confirmed and is found to be
enhanced at higher pressures. We also compare the f electron occupancy between YbCu2Si2 and its
Ce-counterpart, CeCu2Si2.
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One of the major issues not fully resolved in the study
of rare-earth (RE) intermediate-valence (IV) compounds
is the interplay between magnetic and valence instability,
especially when the system is driven by the application
of an external parameter as pressure towards a magnetic
quantum critical point (QCP), where strong spin and/or
valence fluctuations are expected to arise. Especially
noteworthy are the IV REM2X2 (where RE=Ce,Yb,
M=transition metal, X=Si,Ge) compounds widely stud-
ied during the past decades owing to the interesting
physical properties they exhibit as heavy fermion behav-
ior, different types of magnetic order, superconductiv-
ity and non-Fermi liquid behavior. All these phenom-
ena are based on the non-integer occupancy of the 4f

orbital and to the competition among the significant en-
ergy scales of these systems, i.e crystal electric field ef-
fect (CEF), Kondo effect and Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-
Yoshida (RKKY) interaction. One important aspect to
get a deeper understanding of these phenomena, is a sys-
tematic comparison between cerium and ytterbium sys-
tems. Yb is often considered to be the hole equivalent
of cerium. Pressure tends to drive Yb from its nonmag-
netic Yb2+(4f14) state to a magnetic Yb3+(4f13) state.
As pointed out by Flouquet and Harima [1] there are
however significant differences between the 2 families.
In Yb the deeper localisation of the 4f electrons, and
the larger spin orbit coupling lead to a different hierar-
chy of the significant energy scales. One consequence is
that whereas in Ce the valence change will be quite re-
stricted, in Yb applying pressure is expected to induce
larger changes of the valence. YbCu2Si2 is the ideal pro-
totype Yb system, apparently behaving as expected. The
application of pressure produces a mirror image of a typ-
ical cerium phase diagram, with decreasing Kondo tem-
perature, increasing magnetic fluctuation contributions
to the resistivity, and for pressures above 8 GPa mag-

netic order. Additional interest is the recent discovery
of ferromagnetism.[2] Furthermore, a recent study has
shown that for its Ce counterpart CeCu2Si2[3], a signif-
icant valence crossover is induced with pressure, which
might support recent theoretical developments that va-
lence fluctuations considerably enhance superconductiv-
ity. It is therefore of particular interest to follow how
the Yb valence changes as pressure allows to scan the
full phase diagram from deep in the paramagnetic state
through the critical pressure and into magnetic order.
As the energy scales and the magnetic ordering temper-
ature are low, it is important to combine the extreme
conditions of high pressure and low temperature. The
recent development of truly bulk sensitive and resonant
spectroscopic techniques has significantly improved the
accuracy of the study of the electronic structure un-
der high pressure conditions [4–6]. The measurement
of the RE valence and how it evolves under high pres-
sure and at low temperatures turns out to be a rele-
vant tool because it quantifies the hybridization between
the f electron with the conduction band [6–8]. However,
up to date, few experimental results have been reported
so far under such extreme conditions [3]. Experiments
performed at ambient pressure and low temperatures or
at room temperature and high pressures are more ac-
cessible. Some results have been reported using differ-
ent spectroscopic techniques as x-ray absorption (XAS),
partial-fluorescence yield mode (PFY) and resonant x-
ray emission (RXES) for different REM2X2 systems as
YbCu2Si2 [6, 9], YbNi2Ge2 and YbPd2Si2[10]. At am-
bient pressure, all of them are in a mixed valent state
with a valence v = 2.88, 2.91 and 2.94 respectively. The
valence-temperature dependence down to 20 K shows a
continuos decrease for the three compounds of ∆v = 0.06,
0.1 and 0.06 respectively. When pressure is applied (at
300 K) the Yb ion is driven towards its trivalent config-
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uration, even though it does not fully achieved it, by an
amount of ∆v = 0.07 for YbNi2Ge2 and ∆v = 0.05 for
YbPd2Si2. This trend was already proposed by theory
based on thermodynamic arguments which pointed out
a higher stability of the trivalent state at sufficient high
pressures.[11] All these measurements were taken too far
from a critical region, either in pressure or temperature,
in order to give accurate details of the strong correlations
among the low energy interactions in these compounds.
In this paper we report a detailed study of the Yb valence
from RIXS measurements in the moderate heavy fermion
YbCu2Si2 (γ ≈135 mJ mol−1K−2)[12] at several points
of the p-T phase diagram (pmax= 22 GPa, Tmin= 7 K)
and for the first time, very close to the ferromagnetic or-
der state[2], as summarized in Fig.1. Red[13] and black
stars[14] correspond to the temperature at the maximum
of the resistivity curve (TMax) which is considered to be
about the same order of magnitude of the Kondo temper-
ature, TK , which strongly decreases with pressure up to
15 GPa. We have used high quality single crystals grown
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FIG. 1. (Color online) p-T phase diagram of YbCu2Si2 (adapted
from Ref. [2] and for p>13 GPa from Ref. [14]). TM and pc

are the ferromagnetic order temperature and the critical pressure
respectively. Filled red points correspond to the positions where
the valence was measured. Points with a black stroke correspond to
the valence-temperature dependence at 7 and 15 GPa. The valence-
pressure dependence was measured at 300, 15 and 7 K. TMax(red
[13] and black stars [14]) is related to the Kondo temperature (see
details in the text).

by in-flux method (using MgO crucibles) as described in
detail elsewhere[13]. Measurements were performed at
the beamline ID16 of the European Synchrotron Radia-
tion Facility (ESRF, Grenoble). The undulator beam was
monochromatized with a Si(111) monochromator and fo-
cused to a size of 40 µm (Vertical) and 100 µm (Horizon-
tal) at the sample position. The scattered x-rays were an-
alyzed by a Rowland circle spectrometer equipped with
a spherically bent Si (620) crystal. The energy resolution
was about 1.5 eV. A sample ∼20 µm thick was loaded in
a membrane-driven diamond anvil cell (DAC) with sil-
icon oil as a pressure transmitting medium. A helium

circulation cryostat was used to measure at low temper-
atures down to 7 K. Pressure in the DAC was estimated
by the fluorescence of the ruby chip placed in the pres-
sure chamber.
The main advantage of working in resonant regime
(RIXS) is the possibility to selectively enhance the Yb+2

(2p6f145d0) or Yb+3 (2p6f135d1) component by an ap-
propriate choice of the incident photon energy hνin com-
pare to PFY-XAS experiments which is also a core-hole
and "high resolution" spectroscopy technique where a
specific fluorescence channel is measured. Smaller rel-
ative changes between the intensities of the two compo-
nents can be better distinguished in the RIXS spectra
and therefore a higher accuracy in the estimation of the
valence is obtained.[6]
The RIXS spectra of YbCu2Si2 are summarized in Fig.2.
The two main features at an energy transfer, Et =
hνin −hνout, of 1525.5 and 1530.5 eV correspond to tran-
sitions from the Yb+2 and Yb+3 components of the ini-
tial mixed valent ground state (|g〉 = a

∣

∣f13
〉

+ b
∣

∣f14
〉

).
They are separated by ≈ 5 eV which corresponds to the
Coulomb repulsion between the 4f hole and the 3d core
hole in the final excited states (3d9f14ǫd) and (3d9f13)ǫd
(ǫd is an electron added to a valence band of d charac-
ter). We measured at a hνin = 8.9404 keV to enhance
the Yb+2 component. This value was chosen after the
PFY-XAS spectra were acquired to monitored the Yb
Lα1(2p → 3d) line while hνin was swept across the Yb
L3 (2p → 5d) absorption edge and we could see for which
hνin the intensity for the Yb+2 was maximized. For con-
venience, all spectra are normalized to the maximum of
their respective Yb+2 signal and plotted versus Et. There
is a third weak low-energy feature that shows up only at
high pressures (p> 7 GPa) around Et = 1520 eV. It corre-
sponds to a quadrupole-allowed (E2) 2p64f13 → 2p54f14
transition of Yb+3 better distinguished with PFY-XAS
[6]. Fig.2(a) shows the spectra measured at 7 K, the
lowest temperature that could be reached due to tech-
nical limitations of the membrane-driven pressure cells
and in the cooling power of the cryostat. A clear in-
crease of the Yb+3 intensity under pressure compare to
Yb+2 is observed while the weak E2 feature stays mostly
unchanged. At 15 K, in Fig.2(b) and at 300 K (not shown
here) a similar trend under pressure is noticed. This spec-
tral weight transfer from Yb+2 towards Yb+3 is in accor-
dance with the delocalization process of a 4f electron un-
der pressure. It has been reported[6] that the valence of
YbCu2Si2 at ambient pressure decreases when the system
is cooled. This tendency is also observed in our results
under pressure. As can be clearly seen in Fig.2(c) and (d)
at 7 GPa and 15 GPa respectively, the intensity of the
Yb+3 peak decreases with temperature, i.e, the system
is driven to the divalent state. A quantitative estimation
of the Yb valence from the spectral data was calculated
using the following expression v = 2 + I+3/

(

I+2 + I+3
)

.
The integrated I+2 and I+3 intensities where evaluated
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Summary of RIXS spectra at (a) 7 K, (b)
15 K at selected pressures; (c) and (d) correspond the spectra at 7
GPa and 15 GPa respectively for different temperatures.

by fitting a superposition of two Gaussian functions to
our data, one for each spectral contribution, and also an
arctangent function to fit the background. The weak E2
transition was not included in this analysis. The val-
ues are reported in Fig.3. The valence-pressure depen-
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) valence-pressure dependence of
YbCu2Si2 at 7, 15 and 300 K. The inset shows the values at 7
K. The arrow points the pressure where a kink is observed (pk).(b)
Valence-temperature dependence at ambient pressure[6], 7 and 15
GPa. The full triangle point is the value we obtained at 300 K and
ambient pressure. Dashed lines are guides to the eyes.

dence in Fig.3(a) clearly shows how the trivalent state
is favoured under pressure and gives a precise picture of
how the Yb valence changes at temperatures and pres-
sures close to the critical region. The valence increases
monotonously with pressure for all temperatures we mea-
sured: 300 K, 15 K and 7 K with a ∆v (up to 15 GPa) of
0.12, 0.15 and 0.18 respectively. The main result of this
work is a distinctive change of slope or kink which occurs
at a pressure pk above which a significant decrease of the
rate ∂v/∂p for p > pk is found. An estimation of pk (as
indicated with an arrow in the inset of Fig.3(a) for the
values at 7 K) reveals that it decreases from pk ≈ 11 GPa

(300 K) to ≈ 9 GPa (7 K) approaching pc . Above pk

the valence keeps increasing slowly under pressure and it
does not achieve the fully trivalent state even at 22 GPa,
the highest pressure achieved. Because the lowest tem-
perature possible was about 7 K, we could not measure
the valence in the magnetically ordered state, however
for p > 12 GPa, the system was very close to this (see
Fig.1), only about 1 K above TM . Although we cannot
exclude that the valence will jump to 3 at the onset of
magnetic order, this seems unlikely. An apparent value of
less than 3 could also arise from inhomogeneity: there is
evidence that the onset of magnetic order occurs as a first
order transition, and a previous Mössbauer study found
a magnetic and a non-magnetic component just above pc.
However this would imply that this phase separation ex-
ists even at 22 GPa, which also seems extremely unlikely.
We therefore conclude that in this high pressure region of
the phase diagram magnetism sets in for a valence value
less than 3, so in the mixed valency state.

Fig.3(b) shows the valence-temperature dependence at
three different pressures: ambient pressure[6], at 7 ± 1
GPa and at 15 ± 1 GPa, very close and well above pc

respectively. The values at 300 K are estimated from
Fig.3(a). The valence-temperature behavior is, at first
sight, roughly the same for all pressures. At ambient
pressure, slightly valence changes down to 200 K are de-
tected but below this temperature the slope |∂v/∂T | is
considerably enhanced. The decrease of the valence is
much more pronounced at high pressure, but the temper-
ature below which this decrease occurs does not seem to
change under pressure. No significant differences can be
discerned between 7 GPa and 15 GPa. This implies that
this decrease is not related directly to the formation of
the heavy fermion state, as although at ambient pressure
the Kondo temperature is estimated to be of the same
order as the temperature where this feature is found, at
higher pressures it decreases strongly (see Fig.1). Recent
valence measurements carried out in CeCu2Si2 in similar
extreme conditions[3] offers the valuable and rare oppor-
tunity to compare the 4f occupancy (nf ) under pressure
and at low temperatures between a Ce-based compound
and its Yb-counterpart. CeCu2Si2 is very sensitive to
small differences in stoichiometry which can lead at am-
bient pressure to find samples with an antiferromagnetic
(AF) transition around 0.7 K or a superconductivity be-
low 0.65 K or the combination of the two[15–18] . How-
ever it is generally accepted that at ambient pressure
CeCu2Si2 is very close to an AF QCP. Under pressure su-
perconductivity is enhanced and shows a two-dome shape
(the first dome is located at pc and the second one at
pv ≈ 4.5 GPa). The strong magnetic fluctuations that
arises near pc are held responsible for the electron pairing
near the magnetic-QCP. For the second dome at pv the
f-electron occupancy and associated valence fluctuations
might play an important role in superconductivity[3, 19].
As YbCu2Si2 (bulk modulus, B0=168 GPa)[20] is harder
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FIG. 4. (Color online) f electron and hole occupancy of CeCu2Si2
(upper axis) and YbCu2Si2 (low axis) respectively versus their mo-
lar volume normalized to their critical molar volume, Vc (see details
in text). Blue and red arrows indicate the direction of increasing
applied external pressure.

than CeCu2Si2 (B0=112 GPa)[21] it is more appropriate
to compare their 4f electron (Ce) and hole (Yb) occu-
pancy, nf , respect their molar volume change by using
the p-V relation V =V0 exp (−κ∆p) rather than the ap-
plied external pressure. The molar volume at ambient
pressure and at low temperatures, V0, was calculated
using the a and c values from ref.[22]. The molar vol-
ume change is normalized to the critical molar volume
for each compound Vc = 146.012 Å3 and 165.324 Å3 for
YbCu2Si2 and CeCu2Si2 respectively. The upper axis has
been shifted in order to align the critical molar volume
for both compounds as indicated by the vertical dotted
line. The blue and red arrows indicate the increasing
sense for pressure. For a ∆p ≈ 8 GPa the variation of
the molar volume is about 6.7% in CeCu2Si2 while 4.5%
for YbCu2Si2 and their ∆nf change is about 13.5% and
15.4% respectively. This result bears out what it was sug-
gested theoretically[1]: the differences between Yb and
Ce-based systems which leads to a different hierarchy in
the main energy scales (TK , CEF) might allow a wider
scan in the valence between the divalent and trivalent
states in the former compounds. Further studies in other
compounds would be of great interest in order to clarify
if this is a general tendency in Ce and Yb systems or a
particular trend of RECu2Si2 family (with RE=Ce, Yb).
The effect would be even more dramatic if we compare
∆nf for a same ∆V/Vc. From these results it is tempting
to conclude that in YbCu2Si2 valence fluctuations will
play a significant role, and that superconductivity should
be sought not at the critical pressure but somewhat be-
low this. This is however an extreme simplification, and
other differences should be taken into account, not least
the ferromagnetic nature of the magnetic order, and pos-

sible first order type of the critical point in YbCu2Si2.
In conclusion, we have studied by resonant x-ray spec-
troscopy at the Yb L3 edge the valence properties of
YbCu2Si2 under high pressures and low temperatures,
near the critical region and the magnetic order phase. A
significant and continuous change under pressure of the f
electron occupancy is observed, with a distinctive change
of slope close to the critical pressure where magnetic or-
der occurs. However, the fully trivalent state is not yet
achieved at the higher pressure of this study, which im-
plies that YbCu2Si2 remains in a mixed-valency state for
a wide range of its phase diagram, also in the magnetic
ordered phase. The results also show that a larger va-
lence change under pressure is achieved in the Yb-based
system compound compare to its Ce counterpart but fur-
ther studies are needed to verify if it is a general trend
between Ce and Yb systems.
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